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THE2Q1Q OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES: U.S. MEDAL COUNT
rind out what events you
should be watching tonight.
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WATCHING MEMORIES FALL

Students learn how cultures
dance to their own beat
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African Peoples Association celebrates music from
all over the world during annual conference
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THINKING BACK: Sigma Epsilon member Brandon Double watches as his former residence is torn down on Saturday afternoon. "I had a bed there two months ago and now I don't.
It's hard, but for BG it's a good day for improvement." Double said.

Students can save money when
professors place books on reserve
reserves.
Instructors can choose to let
students check out the material
for two hours, one day. or three
days. However! I-ong said most
instructors choose two-hour
checkouts.
"They want them available for
the majority of students," she
said. "Most teachers bring in
theirown personal copy, so here
we can keep track of them."

ByNirolcKrohn
Reporter

For students who do not want to
purchase course materials, the
reserve room in the library may
be an alternative.
Instructors can bring course
materials to the reserve room
on the first floor of the library
and students can use the material for free.
Lung said there usually is not
For the Fall 2009 semester,
approximately 175 instructors a line to use the material.
"When there is a class about
placed 530 items on reserve,
including textbooks, DVDs, to have a test, occasionally
VHS tapes and copies of articles. there may be a line," she said.
Other material was posted on "Otherwise they get used pretty
regularly throughout the semesthe library's electronic reserve.
Students checked out reserve ter, not all at the same time."
Long said even though there
items 3,200 times last semester
said Sherri Long, head of course are some inconveniences about

The povverof music united students
from all cultural backgrounds at
Saturday's celebration of "Music
from Around the World" presented
by the African Peoples Association.
The event was part of the APA's
cross cultural conference, an
annual free event that introduces students to different societal
norms from around the world and
how people define a topic in their
culture.
Immanuel Gyebi, APA public
relations adviser, said the purpose
of the celebration is to broaden student diversity and come together
to be exposed to music that people
don't hear every day.
"We want to demonstrate an
appreciation and respect for all
types of music,"' Gyebi said. "More

often than not, students only listen
to American pop or hip-hop, but
there is some really great music
that comes from all over the world
and today we're just trying to get
students to recognize what else is
out there."
Audience members were entertained by other student performers ranging from Nigeria, Ethiopia,
China and South Korea. Graduate
Student Man Kirsanova is a member of the student organization
Capocira Mandigna, an ancient
style of martial arts that incorporates music with dancing.
"Capoeira was brought to Brazil
by African slaves in the 16th century," Kirsanova said. "Our performance today is going to demonst rate ancient Capoei ra techn iques
See APA
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MORROW RECALLS MIRACLE

"Most importantly,
I like to keep

cost down
for students."
Scott Magelessen | Professor

the reserve, it still allows more
people to use a fewer amount
of books and saves students
money. While students can get
Charged a 25 cent late fine per
hour for reserve material, most
do not because they must stay
in the library to use the material.

PROVIDED BY ORDA/MUSEUM
UNEXPECTED VICTORY: The 1980 US Olympic hockey team celebrates after their victory over the Soviet team during the 1980

See RESERVE I
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Olympics games in Lake Placid. NY

By S™ Shapiro

and my job was just to get the
puck out of our end," Morrow
said.
Thirty years ago today, the United
During those final 10 minutes,
States' Olympic hockey team the United States held off a Soviet
stunned the heavily favored onslaught and the defense spearSoviet Union 4-3, leading to the headed by Morrow helped goalie
most famous play-by-play call in lim Craig clear any loose pucks
the history of American sports.
out of the Americans' defensive
"Eleven seconds, you've got 10 zone.
seconds, the countdown going
"I stressed we must stay with
on right now! Morrow, up to Silk. our system and our tactics,"
Five seconds left in the game. Do American coach Herb Brooks
you believe in miracles? YES."
told the Washington Post after
Right in the middle of ABC the game. "I've seen too many
broadcaster Al Michael's immor- teams back off from the Soviets.
tal proclamation lies former We were getting kind of antsy, we
Falcon Ken Morrow.
started to dump the puck, we
Morrow, a defenseman on the were starting to panic, and we
1980 U.S. Olympic team, was on had to calm them down."
the ice for the final moments of
While the United States held
the biggest upset in sports histo- off the Soviet Union overthe final
ry clearing the puck to teammate 10 minutes, the improbable upset
Dave Silk as time expired.
would have never happened if
"I was able to get it up and out, not for a first period, which saw
that is when I knew we had it the Americans enter the break
with a 2-2 tie on a last-second
won," Morrow said.
Thirty years later Morrow goal by Mark Johnson.
is now the director of profes"The first period was key for us,
sional scouting for the New York Mark Johnson scored for ingoing
Islanders; the final 10 minutes into the locker room," Morrow
of the game with the Soviets still said, "They were capable of taklive vividly in his memory.
ing you out of the game very
"We had taken the lead 4-3 and quickly and we knew that."
I just remember thinking this
Morrow and his teammates
was going to be the longest 10 knew about the Soviet Union's
minutes of my life. I wanted to explosive offense from experibe out there making a difference ence. A mere week before the
Sports Editor

Rocking to raise money for cancer
By Ryan Boit
Reporter

On Saturday night, 20 teams
were rocking out at Alpha Tau
Omega's Rock-a-thon in three
different ways. The teams
rocked out to local bands, kept
a chair rocking for 12 hours and,
of course, rocked their organizations' letters.
The event marked ATO's
fourth annual Rock-a-thon with
the slogan of "Rocking Away
Cancer."
"We have them rocking in a
chair and rocking out to rock
bands," said Eric Young, one of
three main event planners. "So
we have people rocking literally
and figuratively all night."
The Rock-a-thon was a 12hour event that started at 7 p.m.
in which teams of three were
responsible for keeping a single
rocking chair rocking for the
whole 12 hours.
Dan Lubin was in charge of
sponsorship, donations and
public relations for the event
and said tliere is a reason they
doanall-night event as opposed

PHOTO PROVIDED
ROCKING OUT: A band performs at Saturday's Rock-a-thon where participants rocked
in chairs to raise money for cancer.

to an all-day event.
"We really wanted to offer an
alternative to drinking," Lubin
said. 'There's a tot of things to
do here and we hope that people can have a good night here
without drinking."
Aside from the teams of three,
others could support the cause
by purchasing a ticket to attend
t he event with a $5 donation. All

CAMPUS

event proceeds are donated to
the American Cancer Society.
For the last three years, the
event has typically raised about
$1,200 a year, and this year their
goal was $2,000, although the
actual results for this year will
not be in until the end of the
week. .
See ROCKING | Page 2

FORUM

Winter fun at Winterfest

SPORTS
Victory for BG hockey

Construction readies bright future

Plenty of fun, chalk drawing and chili

Columnist Josh Whetherholt remembers the many

For the first time in five years, the BG

cooking entertained the guests of

fun times spent in the Rodgers Quadrangle, but

hockey team took a victory over Notre

Bowling Green during Winterfest on

looks at what the building's demolition last Saturday

Dame, beginning with a shaky start and

Saturday at City Park | Page J

will pave the way for in the future | P»g« 4

ending with a shootout | Pag* 8

PROVIDED BY BGATHIE1IC ARCHIVES
PRE-OLYMPICS: Ken Morrow was a deferv
semen for the BG men's hockey team.

Olympics, the Americans were
destroyed 10-3 by the Soviets in
their final Olympic tune-up at
Madison Square Garden.
After successfully weathering
the first period onslaught, the
U.S. surrendered a goal in the
second period, enteringthethird
period trailing 3-2.
"It was kind of a funny game. In
the first period, the crowd was
kind of fired up. But not a whole
lot happened for our team in the
second period," Morrow said.
See MIRACLE | Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you do for charity for 12 hours straight?

fl

BRENDAN CAUGHLIN.
Senior, bcercise Science.
"Dance my face off." | Page 4
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19. of Delta. Ohio, were cited for
underage under the influence of
alcohol in Lot 4.

BLOTTER
THU..FEB.18

2:37 A.M.

2:35 A.M.
Hugo Martinez Jr.. of Winchester.
Ohio, was cited for underage consumption and disorderly conduct
while intoxicated.
520 A.M.
Earnest Ferguson II, 24. of Defiance,
Ohio, was arrested for menacing at
B.g Boy.
3:09 P.M.
Individual went to the police station
to report he was being harassed.
4:12 P.M.
Individual reported she received
several threats while she was working
at Wal-Mart.
9:35 P.M.
Resident reported loud music/noise
within the 900 block of Klotz Road.

FRI..FEB.19
12:23 AM.
Pttri* k Stewart, 18. of Bowling
Cj-eei. was cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia on the corner of
Ridge Street and Thurstm Avenue.
1:27 A.M.
Individual reported a female was
pounding on the door and was "acting crazy" within the 300 block of
Colony Land.
1:59 A.M.
Resident was warned for disorderly
conduct and intoxicated pedestrian
in the roadway on the corners of
East Wooster Street and South
College Drive
2:06 A.M.
Michael McBnde. 24. of Trenton,
Ohio, was cited for open container
of alcohol within the 200 block of N.
Main St.
2:27 A.M.
Ryan McClure. 22. Andrew
Spiess. 19. both of Liberty Center.
Ohio. Emily Bodenbender. 19. of
Napoleon, Ohio, and Damian Maes.

ROCKING
From Page 1
To kick off the overnight event,
ATO invited Lauren Wolk to
speak as a University senior and
cancer survivor. The summer
alter iK-'f freshman year, Wolk
was diagnosed with ovarian dysgerminoma and went through
four sessions of chemotherapy
before returning to school in
August cancer-free.
Wolk shared a side to her survival story often overlooked.
"I told them about how the
biggest thing for me was losing
my hair. I don't think people
realize how much of your identity you put in your hair.'' Wolk

Within the 100 block of E. Court St.
residents reported their front passenger side tires were slashed.
9:20 A.M.
Individual reported someone was
coming through his window at his
residence within the 400 block of
S. Enterprise St. Subject coming ,
through window was a resident who
forgot his keys.
1:09 A.M.
Employee of Behavioral
Connections reported someone
made threats earlier in the day.
9:11 RM.
Individual reported there was loud
noise and what sounded like fighting
within the 900 block of Klotz Road.
10:54 P.M.
Mackenzie Clawson. 19. and Joseph
Ramge, 21, both of Kenton. Ohio,
were cited for underage possession
of alcohol, open container of alcohol
and littering on the corners of East
Merry Avenue and North Enterprise
Street.
11:20 PM.
Kimberty Kreischer. 19. of Walbridge.
Ohio, was arrested for falsification and
underage under the influence within
the 800 block of N. Enterprise St.

SAT., FEB. 20
12:23 A.M.
Employee of The Attic called to
report a subject was outside the bar
trying to get people to fight.
12:56 A.M.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct within the 200 block of N.
Mam St.
1:41A.M.
Joseph Perretti Jr.. 18. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage under
the influence of alcohol and criminal
trespass, and Alexander Rohr. 22, of
Whitehouse. Ohio, was arrested for
assault within the 100 block of N.

Mam St

APA

2:08 A.M.
Avery Hines. 21. of Reston. Va.. was
cited for disorderly conduct/fighting
within the 100 block of E. Wooster St.
2:37 A.M.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct/urinating in public within
the 400 block of E. Wooster St.
3:31 A.M.
Tyris Adkms. 18. of Sandusky. Ohio,
was arrested for underage under the
influence of alcohol within the 100
block of N. Prospect St.
4:22 A.M.
Christie Smith. 18. of Whitehouse.
Ohio, was arrested for assault within
the 200 block of N. Enterprise St.
6:16 A.M.
Individual wanted to make a report
that her boyfriend "put his hands
on her" within the 500 block of W.
Gypsy Lane.
6:26 A.M.
Individual reported a tan vehicle
was driving by him and calling him
names on the corner of South Main
and Pearl Streets.
848 A.M.
Individual reported his ex-girlfriend
caused $2,500 worth of damage to
his vehicle within the 900 block of
Klotz Road.
10:53 A.M.
Individual reported her purse was
stolen at Nate and Wally's.
1:37 PM.
Individual reported subjects were
going through the dumpster within
the 800 block of Sixth St.

k

ONLINE: Go (o bqviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Aside from rocking chairs and
said. "The biggest day for me
was when I was able to put my listening to music, there was
plenty for participants and visihalrbackinaponytail."
After Wolk shared her story, tors to do. There was a n Xbox 360
bands began to take the stage hooked up, ATO set up "punch
and played for almost the entire pong," and there were board
night.
games set up as well.
Sophomore Latiffa Street was
"This year we wanted to have a
lot more music than years past," a first-time participant at the
said Evan Haffenden, ATO's phi- event and said she had a great
lanthropy chair. "We have seven time. Street and her Alpha Phi
bands and one of our brothers sisters brought a portable DVD
playing tonight and they all per- player to watch movies on, read
form anywhere from a half an magazines, and hung out with
each other the entire night.
hour to an hour.''
"The event is really great. I
Haffenden said all the bands
played for free, and one of the got to meet a lot of new people,"
bands. Team Nate, donated the Street said, "and it's a great way
entire stereo system for the night to support the Greek commuso the fraternity wouldn't have nity and get to hang out with
your sisters."
to rent one.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM
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From Page 1
using an atabaque drum and
a berimbau, a tribal bow-like
string instrument."
The event was open to anyone who wanted to perform,
but was not limited to playing
an instrument. Students were
also able to perform a cultural dance displaying their
nationality.
Blaine Lemin is a APA member
and is from northern Ethiopia.
She performed a dance style
called eskista, a ceremonial performance that is considered to
be one of the most powerful and

MIRACLE
From Page 1
"The crowd was kind of the verge
of erupting."
The United States gave the
crowd something to cheer about
in the third period, as lohnson
scored to tie the game at three
and then 1:21 later when captain
Mike Eru/jone beat Soviet goalie
Vladimir Mysh kin, settingupthe
longest 10 minutes of Morrow's
life.
The celebration that erupted
following the final buzzer is the
image that is etched in history;
however, the U.S. still had one
more game to play in order to
wingold.
"Most people think that game
won us a gold medal, but there
was a chance we wouldn't have
even won a medal if we didn't
beat Finland," Morrow said.
"Herb Brooks did his best coaching Saturday before that game
Sunday with Finland."
In the Finland game, the
United States came from behind
once again, erasing a 2-1 deficit
enteringlhe third period on their
way to a 4-2 win.
Winning the gold medal
proved to be the ultimate prize,
after Brooks redefined the way
the United States prepared for

RESERVE
From Page 1
"We don't really hear complaints. I think students arc just
happy that don't have to buy the
books," Long said.
Professor Scott Magelssen said
he uses the reserve for nearly all
of his required course materials.
"Most importantly, I like to keep
cost down for students," he said.
"I don't like to have students spend
lots of money on textbooks."
Magelssen said the electronic
reserve is beneficial to nearly all

hyper dance styles in the world.
"Eskista originated in Ethiopia
and, for me, it demonstrates
the cultural pride I have for my
country," said Lemin. "It's wonderful to be able to see so many
people come together to represent the music of their country
and how we can all learn to be
more accepting of people's heritage and beliefs."
The event was rounded out
with a panel discussion where
audience members and judges
were able to participate in an
open debate about the definition
of music and what it means to
everyone individually in a cultural sense.
APA
President
Emeka

Anyanwu was pleased at the
event's turnout and explained
why music was chosen for this
year's subject.
"Music was picked because
we always want to try to find
something that is seen as
culturally distinct across the
board," Anyanwu said. "Last
year we did love and dating and we talked about how
that is defined in other places
besides America. Overall, 1
think everything went according as planned and the message we were trying to convey
reached everyone in the audience. We wanted for everyone
to be there for the music and be
there because they cared."

the Olympics one year earlier.
In the past, American Olympic
teams were put together weeks
before the games and maybe
participated in a few exhibition
games,imploringaheavy reliance
on dump-and-chase hockey.
Brook's changed all that, instituting a grueling 61 game exhibition schedule, with the goal of
becoming a team first and combining the individuals' talents to
maximize their abilities.
"Herb Brooks should get most
of the credit for what happened,
he was interested in doingthings
no one else had. He wanted to
beat the European teams at their
own game," Morrow said. "It
was a different system than the
way the U.S. had played. It was a
dump-and-chase kind of game
and the European style was 180degree opposite, relying heavily
on puck control."
A change in style of play made
the large exhibition game schedule necessary, as Brooks had to
acclimate each player on the roster into a role they never had with
their college.teams.
Morrow wasn't the only
Falcon to get used to Brook's
new system of play, as his college ieammate Mark Wells
was also a member of the gold
medal-winning team.
"Mark and I were joined at

the hip. We played together in
juniors in Michigan the year
before Bowling Cireen," Morrow
said.
Both from Michigan, Morrow
and Wells were roommates
at Bowling Green and have
remained close friends since,
talking "about once a month,"
Morrow said.
ForMorrow.the 1980 Olympics
was just the beginning of lengthy
hockey career, as a week later he
made his NHL debut with the
Islanders and then four months
later he became the first player
to ever win a gold medal and
Stanley Cup in the same year.
"In the course of one year I had
a lot happen. Spring of 791 was
at Olympic tryouts, then 1 was
spending the summer with the
team, and then a week after the
Olympics I was playing my first
NHLgame," Morrow said.
Morrow would add to his collection of Stanley Cup rings, winningfourstraight with the Islander
dynasty of the early 1980s.
But even with all his Stanley
Cups, none of them have ever
meant as much as Olympic gold
meant to America in 1980.
"Both are right up there. I will
say the Olympics are something
everybody remembers, whether you're a hockey fan or not,"
Morrow said.

students, but the regular reserve
may not work for everyone, especially those who have a busy
schedule or like to read at night
when the library is closed.
"There is a perception from students that the reserve is a pain
in the neck," Magelssen said. "1
think they're thinking about
having to go all the way to the
library and only having it for two
hours, but they need to compare
how much it would cost for them
to buy all the material versus
using the reserve."
Sophomore Andi Paris said
having to go to the library and

use the material there is not necessarily a disadvantage.
"You arc more likely to concentrate on it because you're in the
library," she said. "And it's free, so
that's always a plus."
In order to use the materials
on reserve, students must go to
the reserve room across from
the circulation desk. However,
students can use the electronic
reserve from anywhere.
"The electronic reserve is an
amazing tool and the regular
reserve has its advantages for
costs," Magelssen said. "It's about
as good of a system as we can get"

[Spring Break Special]
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SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

MECCA

Call 419-3S4-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org

Management Inc.

480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Close to BGSU
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Central Air & Heat
• No Pets
• Washer & Dryers (in 2 be»ooms|
• Sprinkler Systems
• OH Street Parking
5% off Market Rate
419-353-5800
1045 N. Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

$5.00 OFF
Haircuts
Manicures

: $10.00 OFF
Hi Lites
Pedicures

meccar3g.com • info@meccabg.com

University Village & University Courts
The corner of Clough and Mercer, one block from campus

One & Two Bedroom Apartments
•

GREAT EARNING POTENTIAL
FLEXIBLE HOURS

VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE
STUDENTS MUST HAVE
Excellent communication skills
Be highly motivated
Have own transportation
The position runs through
Spring Semester.
Applications must be
turned in no later than
February 22nd!
HOR MORE INFORMATION

contact: Tonya Whitman
at 372-0430 or
twhltma@bgsu.edu

GREAT EXPERIENCE • GREAT PAY

Generous Utility Package Included
(gas, water, sewer, trash and 77
channel cablevision)
• Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
Walk to Campus
• 24 hour
emergency
maintenance

WINTERFEST
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A NEW DEGREE OF WINTER FU
1

TOP LEFT: Three-year-old Grace Met of Whiichouse. Ohto. uses brightly-colored chalk to

draw what she said was a "smiley face in a lenf Saturday afternoon. The chalk drawing station
set-up in the GiH Scout building was just one of several Bowling Green Wmterfest events
occurring on Saturday at City Park
TOP MIDDLE: Wesley Fedora, tl. savors his Olympic Gold Medal chili sample at the
Winterfest Chili Cook-off at City Park. Fedora, of Bowling Green, attended the cook-off with
his mother Mari and brother Austin last year as well
TOP RIGHT: Freshmen Anna Lulis and Amanda Menke cheer on the Falcons as they watch
during the first period. Lulis and Menke have been to every hockey game so far this season
BOTTOM LEFT: University alumnus Andrew Frank and his son Tyler, of Maumee. keep
their eyes on the rink during the hockey game against Notre Dame on Saturday night.
RIGHT: Stephen Glomski. 5. sprays red coloring on his snowman Brutus to create a red snow coat.

The Saguaro Cactus,
found in the southwestern
United States doesn't
grow branches un
is 75 years old.

2010 - 11
School Year
1 istings Available
hpfotr Spring RrPt

321A6 Merry -4BDRM
146th S College- 3 BORMiwasnwn
315 E Merry (Up « Down) 3 &4 BDRMu.ioSpxmi
211, 307 & 311 E Reed-3 BORM
& MORE!
'

ER IEASFS AVAILABLE'

Houses, Apartmenls,
& Efficiencies
AII next lo Campus
Blocks from Downtown •
- Free Internet •

419.353.0325

Attend classes at Kent State.

Save time. Get ahead.
Move closer to
graduation.
Now is the time to make plans for summer! The summer
months are a great time to make progress toward your
educational goals. Catch up on credits or focus on a
difficult course to give you an edge on completing
your degree.

FRUGAL
FALCON$

Earn up to 12 semester hours (18 quarter hours) at any
of Kent State's eight Northeast Ohio locations. Courses
listed on the Ohio Board of Regents Web site under

Top 8 Signs You're Being
Scammed:

the Transfer Assurance Guides (TAG) or Ohio Transfer
Module are accepted at any Ohio public college or

u

s

1. Someone you don't
know requests your
personal information

university.
For more information, visit www.kent.edu. To speak with
an admissions counselor, call 800-988-KENT (5368).

2. You win a "contest"
that you never entered
Soon* wwwSpMkOulOriio gov

KENTSIATE.

Brought to you by:

SW|)»;^!\1()NEY
BGSU.
www.bgiu.*du/immt
419.372.2252

EXCELLENCE

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL

www.kent.edu/ad.cfm

CREDIT UNION

520 E. Reed St. $525/month epius eiocin.
525 E. Merry St. $525/month

selecirii

507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus elect™

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

I

• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to Campus
• Furnished/Unfurnished

\
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"I just remember thinking this was going to be the longest 10 minutes of my life."
- Ken Morrow, BG Olympian, on the final 10 minutes of the United States / Soviet Union medal
round game in the 1980 Olympics [see story, pg. 1],

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Read."
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What would you do for charity for 12 hours straight?
"Play pingpong."

'
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"Play board games"

i "Play basketball."

fe

VISIT US AT
B6VIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
HANNAH COYLE.
Freshman.
Middle ChJdhood Education

JARVIS H1NES.
Junior,
Physical Education

MEGHAN MARRONE,
Freshmaa
Undedded

Guest Columnist

A faculty union is not the end of
the University.
As a student, my stake In the
potential unionization of the
faculty is greater than that of
both administrators and faculty members. Unionization
would alter the way processes
are completed, and it would
affect my direct interactions
with current and future faculty Of the University; this fact
is especially true for future
Falcons. I think it's time for
some legitimate discussion
between administrators and
faculty instead of the current
rhetoric. Too much of the conversation has been hearsay and
exaggeration, and for activelyinvolved students to keep up
with it is rather aggravating.
We've seen and heard statements by University Board of
Trustee Chair Bob Sebo. Provost
Ken Borland and President
Carol Cartwright, all in opposition to organizing a faculty
union. We've even read a letter to the editor showing that a
portion of Borland's argument,
from the Feb. 15 Undergraduate
Student Government meeting, carries no relevance to
BGSU. My initial response to
these remarks was simple:
why? Why did these prominent
administrators choose to stand
so opposed to legal measures
which would ensure that faculty voices are heard?
Here are a few facts: tuition
has risen and is likely to rise
again. Enrollment and retention have both declined.
Housing rates have jumped.
The economy is in a terrible
recession. There are cuts near-

ly everywhere. We have seen
hours cut and reduced at dining
centers and other services. We
have also seen the loss of several programs and majors, fewer
courses available and there are
a myriad of other items about
which students should be concerned. Reluctantly, we have
come to accept that these cuts
have been, and will continue to
be, necessary for the well-being
of the University.
However, faculty members have faced many daunting issues as well. There has
been a salary freeze, rising
out-of-pocket insurance costs,
extreme budget cuts, reduction of research grants and a
shameful lack of action by the
administration to support faculty members. If 58 percent of
the faculty has signed cards
with the intent to bring forth a
vote for unionization, I believe
the minds of those supportive
of a vote want to see changes
made.
Apparently the ' Faculty
Association supports that belief
as well, as Professor Geoffrey
Howes says in its February
newsletter: "The BGSU-FA
asserts that there are areas —
those covered by collective bargaining — in which the administration and board should be
required to come to a negotiated settlement rather than
merely accepting or rejecting
therecommendationsoradvice
of |the Faculty Senate]."
Borland's statement says,
"The future of BGSU is going
to be shaped by the work we do
today in collegial shared governance. We are doing very good
work that will last, and we are
working to improve the opportunity to express opinions and

output, as well as listening, in
the decision-making process"
(see Feb. 18 edition of The BG
News).
However, in the posting of
the BGSU Take5 blog on Feb.
19, Borland made a contradictory statement, saying that
"There's a pattern of a lot of
promises made that haven't
been kept yet; there's a pattern
of decisions that have not been
made; there's a pattern of not
being always all that collegial
when it comes to supporting
our decision-making work and
the work of academic administration in particular." To me,
the first statement says that
being open to compromise
and input is a large priority, but
the second says that decisions
by the administration are not
well-respected.
That's not to say that a collective bargaining chapter
of the AAUP would solve all
of the problems held by the
University either. If unionization does happen, there will be
a cultural shift of the faculty as
Borland suggested. Yet, this is
not the first time that faculty
have sought unionization, with
the most recent attempt taking
place 16 years ago. My belief is
that something is wrong with
the current system, a belief
shared by several students and
faculty members with whom I
have spoken about this issue.
Perhaps a cultural shift is
necessary to preserve the integrity of the University.

Before Valentine's Day there was
an article in The BG News that
featured an insert with some articles about how various students
celebrate their Valentine's Day. I
would have enjoyed this insert
had the cover not shocked and
disgusted me.
The cover has an explicit
depiction of our sibling mascots
in a romantic situation.
This is not the first rime I've
noticed a situation like this in
The BG News. At the beginning
of spring semester there was an
article about upcoming events
for our centennial celebration.
The events were shown in a
wedding cake with Freddie and
Frieda on the top dressed as a
bride and groom.
1 let this one slide, even though

Frieda's dress was quite revealing,
because the article was about
our University's birthday and 1
didn't want to be rude. Although
now that the situation has arisen
twice, I cant keep quiet any longer.
While in some cultures incest
may be accepted, we live in the
United States of America and
in most cases incest is frowned
upon. So why would we show
our beloved mascots in incestuous situations? 1 haven't done
much research into incestuous
behavior between natural falcons, but that shouldn't matter.
Since Freddie and Frieda are personified animals, we judge them
as people and also on our own
cultural values.
If they were in these romantic situations in a culture where
incest is accepted, this wouldn't
be an issue. The problem is

Demolition of Rodgersjs sad,
but paves the way for the future

Machines tore through the house
like a worm through an apple.
Crews left nothing standing but the pitiful-looking core
before it collapsed.
Construction crews and
heavy machinery laid waste to
the Sigma Phi F.psilon house
Saturday, effectively kicking off
the demolition of the Rodgcrs
Quadrangle.
Over the years, many, many
students have lived in "The
Rodge" and the accompanying fraternity houses and have
collected a myriad of personal
memories that have come to
encapsulate the beginnings of
their University experience. I
lived in Rodgers my first year at
the University and have many
great memories of the building.
I can still picture walking
into the lobby for the first time
and seeing the gigantic portrait
of former University President
Rodgers watching all who
entered the building. 1 remember the smells of the hallways

Jordan Rupert is a sophomore majoring in political
science. Respond to him at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

that Freddie and Frieda are in
America, and in America we don't
look kindly on immoral mascots.
Maybe a solution to this problem is for the University to change
Freddie and Frieda's relationship.
Most students think they are dating anyway, so why not make it
true?
Or, perhaps The BG News
could be more conscious of
when illustrations of Freddie and
Frieda cross the line of appropriate behavior and start looking like Angelina lolie and her
brother.
My point is that I don't think
the University wants its mascots
shown in an immoral way. Also,
I've never met them, but I'm sure
if Freddie and Frieda's parents
saw how their children were
being portrayed, they would roll
over in their graves.

feedback at bgviews.com.
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LETTERT0 THE EDITOR
Depiction of Freddie and
Frieda Falcon incestuous

a question? Give us your

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE

Unionization is an important
step in the right direction
By Jordan Rupert

KATIE DOLCIATO,
Sophomore,
*
VCT

and the thrill of realizing I could
see the BG Sub line from my
bedroom window. I remember
the snow storm that overtook
the loading dock on the back of
the building and the adjacent
fraternities and the fire just a few
doors down from me that filled
the air with the acrid scent of
ancient wood burning. Alumni
from over the years would stop
into Rodgers to see their old residence hall and reminisce about
the good old days.
Now after all that time, the Sig
F.p house is gone, and the Phi Tau
house and Rodgers are next. It
is a strange sight to see the area
cordoned off with chain link
fences and bright yellow tape.
Although I feel sorrow at
the destruction of my former
home, I know this will usher in
a new time of progress for the
University.
As much as I adored Rodgers,
it is an old building, deserving
its demise. The prospect of new
residence halls being built in
its stead and whispers of a new
Greek Village on campus for the
displaced Sig Eps and Phi Taus
are very exciting.
There are many construction endeavors all over campus,
part of the University's "Master

Plan," and many students feel
the University could be putting
funds toward better things than
new buildings. This is a very
short-sighted outlook. While I
am of the mind that not many
come to the University for athletics, a new arena would be great.
And the way the new Wolfe
Center will link the major art
buildings together will blow
incoming students away. Throw
some new residence halls in
there, and the University will
look very desirable and will help
invite new students to come and
enjoy the BG experience in style.
The Rodge may just be an old,
run-down building to many out
there but imagine if your first
residence was torn down. The
home of so many memories
gone. The destruction of the area
is sad, to be sure, but it is a fleeting melancholy 1 feel for my former home. I know ultimately the
construction done on the grave
of Rodgers will bring in a new era
of progression for the University
that will be more beneficial for
the future than my memories of
the past.
Respond to josh at
tlienews@bgnews.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section
is looking for more people like you to write columns and
illustrate fbr us.

Tucker Barton is a

soplmmore pop culture
major. Respond to him at
tlienews@bgnews.com

Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Angry withyour roommate? A classmate?The wife and kids?
THE WORLD? We want to hear about it. Send your complaints
and grievances to The BG News by Falcon
Screeching on bgyiews. com, and be sure to read what
others are screeching about in Tuesday's Falcon Screech.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bcjnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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athletics.
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since 2000.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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are generally to be fewer than 500
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to a current issue on the University's
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment, on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
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POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
■and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then*ws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
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and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headknes to
submitted columns and letters at his
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Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News.
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TAKEN DOWN: Josh Boyd takes down a Notre Dame player in BG's win on Friday.

the high slot and beat Eno over
his right shoulder.
There were several scenes
From Page 8
in this game that undoubtplayed simple tonight; the other edly drew memories of last
three lines can learn a lot from Saturday's game against
Miami, as on three separate
them."
A minute after Vargas lied the occasions there werepenalties
game, Nathan I'ageau scored a given out for roughing after
shot off of the right post to com- the whistle, including with 11
minutes to go in the game
plete t he comeback.
"I think we wore them down as when Marc Rodriguez was
the game went on," Finegan said. tackled by ND's Christiaan
"We were sticking to keeping the Minella.
lust 22 seconds after this
puck low and getting it to the net
and it obviously worked out for incident, Tomas Petruska tied
us in the third."
the game at one, sneaking the
While the offenses were prom- puck right over Johnson's right
inent Friday, the goal-tending shoulder.
Petruska appeared the give
stole the show on Saturday.
Both lohnson, who stopped BG the lead six minutes later, but
27 of 28 shots, and Nick Eno, the net had been off its moorings
who stopped 38 of 39 shots, for several seconds before the
were outstanding and instru- goal was scored.
"I think that net was off for
mental in getting their teams to
the shootout.
maybe seven seconds there,
Eno was tested early, as BG when they went over to check it I
was outplayed for the first two kind of knew," Williams said.
The teams remained tied
periods when ND held a 31-10
after overtime, and went to a
shot advantage.
"Yesterday I struggled a bit. I shootout for the second time
think they had like three shots this year.
through 15 minutes," Eno said.
The first shooter for each team
"Once I get a sweat going, and missed. In the second round
start feeling the puck it gets me Dan Kissel scored for ND, and
in the game, and I don't have to James Perkin scored for BG.
In the third round, Ryan
think as much."
ND had plenty of quality scor- Thang lost control of the puck
ing chances early, but Eno stood and could not get a shot off. Then
talk and was helped out by the Tomas Petruska netted the winner for the Falcons, on a backpost, which ND hit twice.
With five minutes remaining hand shot that snuck between
in the first period, there was a Johnson's leg and the right post.
"That's been my go-to move
scramble in front of the ND net
and the puck appeared to go since I was 15, 16 years old,"
off David Solway's foot and into Petruska said.
BG has one more weekthe net. After a lengthy review,
the officials determined the end series before the
puck did not completely cross Central Collegiate Hockey
Association
playoffs, a
the goal line.
ND took the lead just 31 sec- home-and-homc series with
onds into the second period Michigan State. They play in
when Palmieri, skating back East Lansing Friday night and
into the zone after getting a then return home Saturday
new stick, received a pass in for senior night.

HOCKEY

BG NEWS FILE PHOTO

GUN DOWN THE RUNNER: Melissa Wesl throws lo (its! in a game lasi season

Timely hitting propels Falcons to series split at Red and Black Classic
By Paul Barney
Assistant Sports Editor

Two tournaments down, one to
g°The BG Softball team wrapped
up its second of three consecutive tournaments Sunday in
Athens, Ga„ with a late inning
comeback against Virginia Tech,
posting a 2-2 record in the Red
and Black Classic.

Seniors Karmen Coffey and
Susan Sontag led the offensive
surge for the Falcons, as each
recorded a home run and combined for five RBIs in the game.
Freshman Andrea Arney
picked up where she left off
last weekend, going 2-for-4 at
the plate with an RBI, while
fellow freshman Hannah Fulk
went l-for-2 at the dish with
an RBI.
"Overall it was a great team
win," coach Shannon Salsbug
said. "We did a lot of the little
things right and that made a big
difference. Zada came in and
just shut them down and the
team had clutch hitting."

Friday, Game 1:BG 10,
WCU5
Down 5-0 in the first inning,
it looked as though the Falcons
were going to fall victim to
another crushing defeat at the
beginning^a tournament.
However, timely hitting and Friday, Game 2: No. 8 UGA
a strong effort from Zada Lines 19.BG4
It was deja vu for the Falcons
in the circle led to a 10-5 comeback win for BG against Western in their second game, as they
once again gave their opponent
Carolina.
After a shaky start for Melissa a 5-0 cushion in the first inning,
Bolt in which she gave up five runs but unlike their first game, BG
on five hits in an inning of work, couldn't get a comeback as No. 8
lines came in and silenced the Georgia cruised to a 19-4 win in
Catamounts' bats, dealing nine five innings.
With a 6-0 lead after two
strikeouts and allowing just three
innings, BG scored four runs in
hits over the final six innings.

the top half of the third as fresh- final 4.2 innings dealing eight
men Fulk and Paige Berger both strikeouts and four runs (all
crushed two-run home runs.
unearned) on four hits.
That was the closest the
Fa Icons could get as the Bulldogs Sunday: BG 3. Virginia Tech
widened the gap in their half of 2
the third and banged out 11 hits
BG was able to salvage their
record and get back to .500 in t he
for 13 runs.
Bott, Lines and lessica Odell Red and Black Classic, coming
all struggled in the circle for back to score three runs in the
the Falcons, combining to give top of the seventh lo take down
up 17 hits.
theHokies3-2.
Bott started for BG in the
Saturday: Winthrop 9, BG 7 circle and went the distance,
BG was able to put Friday's two runs (one earned) on
15-run defeat behind them and six hits while hurling eight
make a game against Winthrop, strikeouts.
but four Eagle runs in the botDown a run in the seventh,
tom of the sixth inning propelled the Falcons got the bats going
as singles by Lines and Fulk
them to a 9-7 win.
Berger again was BG's offense accounted for BG's three runs.
catalyst with two more home
BG had just three hits on
the day, but they couldn't
runs to her credit.
The freshman went 2-for-3 at have come at a more crucial
the plate with four RBIs and two point in the game.
The Falcons (3-5) will now
runs scored.
Sophomore Melissa West head into a bye week and
had a productive day at the prepare for their third and
plate as well, going 2-for-4 with final tournament to start the
two RBIs and two runs scored, season, the 2010 Buzz Classic,
while Lines had a solid effort which begins Friday, March 5,
in relief of Bott, finishing the in Woodstock, Ga.
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JUMPING: Tamika Nurse tales a hop step past an Akron defender m BG's win over the Zips.

The Zips couldn't get closer Miller said, "lit showed I that
than five points the rest of the we can win a tough, physical
way, as Nurse buried 7-of-8 free type of game at this time of
From Page 8
throws in the final 1:25 to put the year."
For Miller, Saturday's win
the game away.
the game.
I.auren Prochaska led the way was also the 200th of his career
The Falcons came out
strong and began the second for BG, tying for a game-high of as BG's coach, making him just
the third coach in the history
half much like they ended the 20 points.
"|Prochaska| really knows of MAC women's basketball
first half.
BG pushed its lead to 35-27 how to penetrate and get past to reach the 200-win plateau
early, which was crucial in set- the guards on the wing," Akron - becoming the fastest coach in
ting the tempo for the remain- freshman Rachel Tecca said, the conference to achieve the
milestone.
who also posted 20 points.
der of the game.
Prochaska's 20 points paced
"We were really excited forhim
"We knew coming out of the
locker room that we were going three other Falcons in double toget the 200th win," Prochaska
to have to have a quick start," figures, as Nurse finished with said. "We're just really excited
Miller said. "We bounced the 14 while Tracy Pontius had 10 for him and the coaching staff.
four-point lead out to eight and and Jen llhl posted a double- They've been great coaches,
later on bounced it out to 10 double with 10 points and 10 they're great to us, and we all
love them."
points and really had some rebounds.
BG's 66 points on 40 percent
BG improves to 21-6 overall
momentum midway through
that second half. It allowed us from the floor came against and 11-2 in the MAC with the
to play with a cushion on the an Akron team that prior to win, while dropping the Zips
road and that you didn't have to Saturday, led the MAC in both to 15-11 overall and 9-4 in the
scoring defense (59 ppg) and conference.
be perfect."
The Falcons have a two-game
Down 50-40at the 10:59 mark, field goal percentage defense
lead over Akron in the MAC
Akron cut the deficit to four, (37 percent).
"For us to be able to find a East race but remain just a
but BG used a 7-0 run that was
capped off by Tamika Nurse's way to win on the road against game ahead of Kent State for
shot in the lane which gave the the best defensive team in the first place.
Akron will travel to Kent State
Falcons an 11-point lead - their league is a big statement for
largest 6f the game- with under our program and a confidence on Wednesday while BG heads
boost in that locker room," to Buffalo.
six minutes left.

WOMEN

i
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DRIVE BY: Scott Thomas drives by a Gusadet defender in the second hall ot BG's oVacketBusiers win.

BUSTED
From Page 8
"It's good to get them
involved earlier. It's our
guards' job to get them
the ball inside to them so
we can work inside out,"
Jakubowski said.

GYM
From
beam, but other than that we
didn't let that affect us. We
went right to the floor and did
what we had to do, just like we
did in practice."
Guy, who placed first on the
uneven bars (9.800), took home
top honors in the all-around
with a final score of 38.925.

Despite their strong first half,
Valparaiso charged back earty in
the second halfcutting the Falcons
lead to as little as 12 points late in
the contest.
However, theCnisaders proved
to be too late as the Falcons hit on
20 of their 23 free throw attempts
in the second half.

Defensively Valparaiso struggled with BG's 2-3 zone defense,
something they aren't used to seeing in the Horizon league.
The game was also a season
high in multiple state categories
for BG, as they set season
marks for points, steals, and
points in the paint.

"IBreannej just lights up
the competition," Beach
said." Every week she comes
out and she's got her game
face on and she's ready to
go. You always want your
seniors to enjoy their last
experience at BGSH and
she's really making the
most of it."
Along with Guy, Dawn
Christman and Danielle

Wishart enjoyed personal
success of their own.
Wishart placed first in
the vault with a 9.800, while
Wishart and Christman tied
for top honors on the floor
with a 9.750.
The Falcons will now look
to make it six in a row next
weekend, when they travel to
Western Michigan on Sunday
for a 1 p.m. meet.
I
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The viewers guide to NBC
primetime coverage
Compiled by Becky Tener
Campus Editor

• American ice
dancing pairs
Tanith Belbin
and Ben Agosto
and Meryl Davis
and Charlie
White take to
the ice. They
could take the
top two spots.
• Check out
large hill ski
jumping.
• The US.
women's hockey
team heads into
the semi-finals
against Sweden.

Now with the BGViews Events
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page, you can let all of campus
know about your upcoming events
for free!
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Compatable with Faceboolc. Twitter. iCal.
Google Calender, and many more! New
features are easy and fun to use.
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BASEBALL
From Page 8
the other eight runs allowed in
three-and-two-thirds innings
of work. Smith took the loss.
Louisville left fielder Stewart
Ijames and second baseman
Adam Duvall each had three
RBIsinthewin.
Louisville starter Thomas
Royse pitched five innings of
one-run, two-hit baseball and
got the win.
Game 2: Louisville 5, BG 2

■Your Events

"» fSJ
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SWING AWAY: Senior calcher Tyler Elkins prepares to swing at a pitch in a game last

ents

For the second straight game,
the Falcons got on the board
first, but failed to capitalize in
later innings, leaving six runners on base and scoring only
one more run.
FreshmanMichaelFrankand
sophomore Ross Gerdcman
combined for seven good
innings, allowing only two
runs on three hits.
The Cardinals broke the 22 tie with a three-run eighth
when junior Charles Wooten
relieved Gerdeman and gave
up three hits. Wooten was
credited with the loss.
Catcher Tyler Klkins and first
baseman Dennis Vaughn had
BG's only RBIs. Louisville's
Derek Self pitched three
innings of one-run ball and
got the win.

Game 3: Louisville 8, BG 7
(F/10)
BG drew First blood in game
three, scoring all seven of its
runs in the First inning on seven
hits and a Louisville error.
The Cardinals locked it down
in the following nine innings,
allowingonlythreehitsto Falcon
batters, however. Louisville did
most of its damage in the bottom
of the sixth, scoring four runs to
even the score and eventually
take the game into extra innings.
The falcons had a chance in
the top half of the tenth when
Logan Meisler led the inning off
with a single to right. The ensuing
sacrifice bunt anempt failed to
get Meisler into scoring position.
Tyler Elkins reached on
a single, but was erased on a
fielder's choice. BG left two runners stranded and the Cardinals
took advantage in the bottom of
the tenth, getting their first two
batters on base. Cleanup hitter
Ryan Wright then doubled the
winning run in.
BG freshman Cody Apthorpe
took the loss. Louisville's Gabriel
Shaw was creditedi with the
win. Falcon second basemen
Logan Meisler and catcher Ryan
Schlater each had two hits in
the loss.
The Falcon baseball team
is set to take on Kentucky in
another three-game series
beginning Friday, February 26
in Lexington.

You deserve a factual look at...

Myths About Israel and the Middle East (3)
Should wc re-examine endlessly repeated cliches?

COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS:
Upgraded clubhouse
BBQ grills and picnic area
Spacious fitness center
Spa like tanning room
Relaxing pool furniture
Basketball court
Spacious hot tub
24-hour computer center
On-site management and maintenance

Individual bedrooms
Individual bathrooms in ALL units

In a previous installment in this series of clarifying messages about Israel and the Middle East, we examined
certain myths which, by dint of constant repetition, had acguired currency and acceptance. We looked at the
myth of "Palestinian nationhood," the myth of Judea/Samaria (the "West Bank") being "occupied territory." the
myth that Jewish settlements in these territories are "the greatest obstacle to peace.," and the myth that Israel
is unwilling to "yield land for peace." And we cleared up the greatest myth of all, namely that Israel's
administration of the territories, and not the unrelenting hatred of the Arabs against the Jews, is the root cause
of the conflict between the Arabs and Israel. But those are not all the myths; there are more.

Spacious living rooms

What are mere of these myths?

APARTMENT FEATURES:
Individual leases

Furnished units available
Washer and dryer in each unit
High-speed Internet
Roommate matching
Full kitchens

nis|tw*is^S2&ii

-nciave
Ultimate Student Living
912 KLOTZ ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

419-353-4316
itfiMiMienclave2aptSiCom

■ Myth: The Arabs of Israel are a persecuted
minority.
Reality: The over one million non-Jews fmoslly
Arabs) who are citizens of Israel have the same civil
rights that Jews have. They vote, are members of the
Knesset (parliament), and are part of Israel's civil and
diplomatic service, just as their Jewish fellow
citizens.
Arabs
have ■«^«^_^-—^^^^
complete
religious
' freedom and full access to
the Israeli legal, health and
educational systems including Arabic and Muslim universities. The only
difference between the "rights" of Arabs and Jews is
that Jewish young men must serve three years in the
military and at least one month a year until age 50.
Young Jewish women serve for two years. The Arabs
have no such civic obligation. For them, military
service is voluntary. Not too surprisingly, except for
the Druze, very few avail themselves of the privilege.
■ Myth: Having (ill-advisedly) already given up
control of the Gaza Strip, Israel should also give up
the administration of Judea/Samaria (the "West
Bank") because strategic depth is meaningless in this
age of missiles.
Reality: Israel is a mini-state - about half the size
of San Bernardino county in California. If another,
even smaller mini-state were carved out of it, Israel
would be totally indefensible. That is the professional
opinion of 100 retired U.S. generals and admirals. If
the Arabs were to occupy whatever little strategic
depth Israel has between the Jordan River and its
populated coast, they would not need any missiles.
Artillery and mortars would suffice, since Israel
would be only nine miles wide at its waist. Those who
urge such a course either do not understand the
situation or have a death wish for Israel.
■ Myth: If Israel would allow a Palestinian state to
arise in Judea and Samaria it would be a democratic
state and would be totally demilitarized.

Reality: There is no prospect at all that anything
resembling a democratic state could be created in the
territories. There is not a single democratic Arab
state - all of them are tyrannies of varying degrees.
Even today, under partial Israeli administration.
Hamas and other factions fight for supremacy and
ruthlessly murder each other. Another Lebanon, with
its incessant civil wars, is much more likely. The
.^mt^m^^^^ lawlessness and chaos that
prevail in Gaza since
Israel's withdrawal is a
good prospect of what
would happen if Israel foolishly and under the pressure of "world opinion" were to abandon this ■ territory. As for
demilitarization, that is totally unlikely. Because with Syria. Iraq, Jordan and Saudi Arabia, most of
which are in a declared state of war with Israel, at its
borders - an irresistible power vacuum would be
created. Despite pious promises, the arms merchants
of the world would find a great new market and the
neighboring hostile Arab countries would be happy to
supply anything else that might be needed.
■ Myth:: Israel should make "confidence-building
gestures" for the sake of peace.
Reality: What really is it that the world expects
Israel to do for the sake of peace? Most of the 22 Arab
countries consider themselves in a state of war with
Israel and don't even recognize its "existence." That
has been going on for over sixty years. Isn't it about
time that the Arabs made some kind of a "gesture?"
Could they not for instance terminate the constant
state of war? Could they not stop launching rockets
into Israel from areas that Israel has abandoned for
the sake of peace? Could they not stop the suicide
bombings, which have killed hundreds of Israelis and
which have made extreme security measures - such
as the defensive fence and convoluted bypass roads necessary? Any of these would create a climate of
peace and would indeed be the "confidence-building
gestures" that the world hopes for.

"It is in our national interest that
reality, not myths, govern our policy."

Countless "peace conferences" to settle this festering conflict have taken place. All have ended in failure because
of the intransigence of the Arabs. President Clinton, toward the end of his presidency, convened a conference
with the late unlamented Yasser Arafat and Ehud Barak, the prime minister of Israel at that time. Mr. Barak
offered virtually everything that Arafat had requested, except the partition of Jerusalem and the acceptance of
the so-called refugees, their descendants having swollen from the 650,000 who fled the nascent state of Israel
during the War of Liberation, to an incredible 5 million. Arafat left in a huff and started his infamous intifada
instead, a bloody war that has cost thousands of Palestinian and Israeli lives. Israel is America's staunchest ally
and certainly its only true friend in that area of the world. It is in our national interest that reality, not myths,
govern our policy.
Thia mMHg* has Iwtn published and paid for by

FLAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P O Box 590359 ■ San Francisco, CA 94159
Gerardo Joffe. President

FLAME is ■ tax-oxempt. non-proM educational 501 <eK3) organization.
Its purpose is tie research and publication of me lads regarding
developments in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of the Unaed States and its aHea in that area ot
the world Your lax-deducbbte coninhuiions am welcome They enable
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages tn national
newspapers and magazines We have wtuaty no overhead Almost al
ol our revenue pays for our educational work, for these clarifying
messages, and for related direct mail

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlofiic.org
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Help Wanted

For Rent

BAR STAFF WANTED
Waitresses, door, DJ's w/ exp.
Bartenders must be 18yrs
Call 419-836-3232 after 6pm.

3 BR house, 404 S College
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

brouaht to vou bv

TTw BG Sews nO no( Lnowrtnitfy accept advrritaenirnUi itui dhrilmtit- M encounir dtofrimiiuniiin HEdlnst any individual in group
on the bwi* oTtacr on. «**. crNd. n%lon.
national »t\fi». -e.u»l nnVniaiinn. disability.
-i .mi- .i- a vptnan. or on ihe ha*is of any o<h*r
legal'1' pimrctrd >taiu*

DANCERS WANTED
Make big $$$ fast,
no exp necessary, will train.
Make own schedule, must be I8yrs
No house fees.
call 419-836-3232 after 6pm.

Campus Events
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday, March 3, I1am-3pm.
Student Union Ballroom

"NEED MONEY NOW?!"
START In Marchl
Work outside with TruGreen.
Sa/hr guaranteed!!
"Weekly bonus as well"
Work Mon-Fn 4-9pm & Saturdays.
Work till end of the semester.
"Must have good communication
skills and neat appearance."
Apply at TruGreenToledo.com
or call Kris at 419-874-1945. #3.

City Events
"'The following Mobile Home
will be ottered at Public sale on
March 3rd, 2010 at 3:00PM,
27484 Oregon Rd,
Perrysburg.OH 43551"*
2002 Schult, 28 X 44
Serial #SC6575
Minimum Bid S 10,000 00

Play Sports! Have Fun! Save Money!
Maine camp needs counselors tor
all land, adventure & water sports.
Great summer! 888-844-8080, apply
camocedar.com

""The following Mobile Home
will be ottered at Public sale on
March 3rd, 2010 at 4:00PM.
315 Parkview, Lot 130.
Bowling Green. OH 43402""
202 Oakwood, 28 x 50
Serial #OA7073
Minimum Bid 520,000.00

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS!
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starts when school is out for summer
to middle of Aug. Work consists of
operating equipment, including lloor
buffers and floor sanding machines.
Also measuring, laying out 8 painting
game lines, an work & applying gym
floor finish. We thoroughly train you
in all phases ot work. Job pays S8/hr
w/ appro* 40-50 hrs per week, flex.
hours Must be punctual, reliable and
willing to accept responsibility.
Contact Joe Koch at 419-340-6270
or lax resume to 419-825-1714

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Sports Bar!
$0.35 WINGS & S3 Mug Club
every Monday! Find us on Facebook!

Help Wanted
For Rent
'BARTENDING1 up to $300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

"""Avail now 1 & 2 apts,
Etf low as $275
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p

Part-Time Seasonal
Park Laborer-Maintenance
Bowling Green Parks S Recreation
The City of Bowling Green s Parks &
Recreation Department is seeking
qualified, dependable individuals for
its part-time temporary maintenance
staff Pay range $7 30-511 OOtir with
no fringe benefits Must be able to
work flexible schedule up to 40 hours
per week tor the lull term ot the
temporary employment including
evenings and weekends Must be at
least 18 years old and have a valid
drivers license. Experience with
building custodial, grounds, aquatic
facility, small tractor and/or Softball
field maintenance beneficial
Individuals hired will not be City of
Bowling Green employees; employment will be payrolled through a
temporary agency. Must complete an
application which is available in the
City ot Bowling Green Personnel
Department, 304 N Church St, BG,
Mon-Fri, 8:O0am-4 30pm.
Telephone: 419-354-6200 or e-mail:
BGPersonnelw'bgohioorg
AA/EEO

"10-11 s.y. leases/apts, houses, effs
930 E. Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm
Cartyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p.
1 & 2 BR apts, close to campus,
available NOW. May & August.
Call 419-708-9981

'

1

1

'i

u

3 BR townhouses, lease tor 20l0s/y,
Scott Hamilton St, 4th St & 5th St
Clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
3BR house + util, avail 5/15/10.
3 room effic Incl util. avail NOW.
1 rm studio apt incl util, avail 7/15/10.
2BR apt +util, avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601 -3225 or 352-4773.
3BR, eacli w/ private full bath.
close to campus. $950/mo
Call 419-708-9981
424 E Wooster, Lg 3 BR apt, great
location, avail Fall 2010. $950/mo.
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster, large 1 BR apt
Avail Fall 2010. $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

R

■

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St,
2BR Apts Avail May or August.
S49O/550O * util, 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals • 419-352-8917
Highland Management
Now leasing for 2010-2011 s.y.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036. M-F. 9am -3pm

"
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bl
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1
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Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www bgapartments.com
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgviews.com

2BR apts. 4th St. pets OK. reduced
price, $490/mo +gas/elec. water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.

Sub-leaser needed. May-Aug.
Own BR and bath, S304/mo telec
Call 937-597-5858

3 BR apts, recently updated!
619 High $t, BG. Available May.
Small pets OK, call 419-308-3525.

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

$3.99!
! Thursdays only, must piesent coupon with purchase!

SOUTH
SIDE
•

419.352.8639 • 737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com

♦ NO PAWS HO CLASSIC SUP[l!SAVr.fiS

• WE DELIVER"
Come see why oil executives
fly all the way from Houston, TX
to inhale Speedy Burrito by the pound!
WWW.SPEEDYBURRIT0S.COM

425 E. WOOSTER • BEHIND THF NEW DOMINO'S
CO

lannma
Centerfl

THE HEAT
904 E. Wooster 1419-352-3588
5 beds, 1 booth • closest to campus
993 S Main 1419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booths• ippt. available

THE WASH HOUSE

OelebratihA Our
SC* flntvversaruf1.

248 N. Main 1419-354-1559
17 bads, 2 booths • no itpt. needed

£L

2¥Bfrs$5M

1002 E. Wooster

40% OFF
EVERYDAY

(?onecl 4 unrelated)

Binary system digits
Pulls an all-nighter
'Unlucky selection
Course with many problems
Hip-swivelmg dance
Beachgoer's shirt
Rioting group
Former California fort
What you can say about
sketches, and about the
answers to the starred clues
66 NFL's Cardinals, on scoreboards
67 Free-for-all
68 McDermott of "The Practice"
69 Soap-making need
70"_ my case"
71 Figure out

Management Inc.
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

419-353-5800

For Rent: Studios, 1, 2, &3 bedrooms
With Some Properties Featuring:
On BGSU Bus Shuttle
Close to Downtown
Close to campus
Allow a small pet (extra $)

• Free cable TV

Stop in for a listing or call to set up a showing

• Free local calls
• Hair dryer & coffee

5% OFF for all but studios

maker available in room

meccabg.com

aih fen-"Rorh

419.352.5211

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

Napoleon
Office ■

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances

- -

s

--

STOP BY
AND SEE US

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

No Appointments Necessary

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Rent Payable Online

Recycling Program

Fewer Bills and a Better Value
Newlove Rentals

(zoned A unrelatedl

All Available May Leases

46
49
51
55
56
57
58
60
61

1045 N. Main7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

332 S. Main (our only office)

233 W. Merry

"

SI9 Win Wsoalsr Bawling Grim

Off Street & Guest Parking
LOTIONS
UP TO

call for details

•"■■

riTERIIET
JERVICEJ
signup •nun*
'
@w ww.dacor.net
or call 419.352.3568

fridge & microwave

Referral Award Bonuses

*W pjrcfiaM ol ittn<Jan] mof*

'r^^

• King or 2 double beds

Sale! -30£W
l fhO -Sale!
11 WEEK FREE

"

$29

Shamrock Studios
Winter Special on Studio Apt
Semester leases, 5425/mo, fum.
We provide all util. cable. WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com

Lease Renewal Bonuses

Tan for as low as j

*

martenrental8.com
Click on listings, then call
419-352-3445. hours are 9-9

T«minaCiirterBG.co«

NEW CUSTOMERS

J
P

T^ 1

WINTHROP TERRACE

419-906-4729
No* Accepts
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HICH SPEED DSL

cinetnark.com

S/tcwMM 2/IV<0- 2/35JI0

■

1 Heavy weight
2 Bigeye or yellowiin.
at a sushi bar
3 Cheese partner
4 Radio signal booster
5 Sighs of contentment
6 HIV-treating drug
7 Masonry-reinforcing rod
8 Tree-dwelling apes
9 "Almost ready—be patient
10 Suffix with Brit
11 "Top Chef" network
Skeptic's demand
12 Oownstairs, at sea
Her book is read
13 Blow, as dough
18 Weil driller
during the Jewish
22 Skin care maven
holiday Punm
Adnen
"Remington __"
23 Uncouth
Pre-fetus stage
24 Good thing to kick
Shallow sea area
25 Hobbyist's glue
Speed things up
27 Westernmost Aleutian
Song from the past
island
Three-time N.L.
28 Kurt of Nirvana
stolen base
30 Point in the right
champ Jose
direction
Gambler's concerns
34 Preceding, m poetry
Pa. plant in the 1979
36 Tex-Mex dip
news
37 "Rainbow" fish
Like Gen. Powell
Every last one
38 Mythical air dweller
Sound file suffix
40 Regional plant lite
41 Corsica neighbor
L.A -to-Hetena dir

s a

or rail l -BOO-FANDANGO • dp Code 14320

• Shutter Island (No Pats««)
■3 55 7 00 1005
• THE WOLFMAN [R] ,«..__,
•4 55 7 35 10 10
• VALENTINE'S DAY [PG-13] -r_
•4 05 7 25 1015
DEAR JOHN (PG-13]
•510 7 45 10 20
PERCY JACKSON AND THE
OLYMPIANS [PG] ia.n_,
■4 00 7 10 10 00

.

"

-

■

|

Western Florida city
Rice-_
Air gun ammo
Catherine of "Beetleiuice"
Binary system digits
Exercise unit
"Relaxing soak
Brew in a yard
"Just _ suspected!"
"... have you wool?"
Company whose calling is calling
Bio kin
"Great concert turnout
Sympathetic connection
Cease
Blood system letters
Confirmation, e.g.
Outperforms
"Many an exec's remuneration
Work with hair
Pre-coll. catchall
Bit of Internet mirth

For advance tickets 8 showlimes visit

CINEMA!,

J

1

House tor Rent: 225 Palmer Ave,
3BR, 1 bath
Call 419-353-5078.

12 month leases starting May 2010
122 N. Enterpnse - 1BR, $390rmo.
849 Sixth-1BR, S325/mo.
322 E Court-1BR apt,
S440/mo includes all util.
234 N. Enterprise - 2BR, S580/mo
420 S. College - 3BR, 1ba, S690/mo
837 3rd St - 3BR, 2ba, S855/mo.
847 2nd - 3BR, 2ba, S915/mo.
Call for August available rentals.
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals • 419-352-8917

ADWmnmBOOM tern six - MI W rwsaiv six
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Apt tor sub-lease, downtown BG,
$500/mo, no new deposit.
Call 419-508-3096
Avail Aug 2010. all upgraded,
large houses, call 419-308-2458.
3 Bedroom houses
227 E. Reed-S1000/mo,
606 Filth St - $900/mo,
131 N Church - 5750/mo.
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -5750/mo
3 BR apt: 443 N. Enterprise -550/mo.
1 BR apts. 112 Ridge St - 350/mo.
S 443 N Enterprise - S300/mo.

7^

■

7
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419-352-5620

• Large House - allows more
than 3 unrelated occupants
• Close to Campus

www.newloverentals.com

I
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Women's basketball
'Zip' past Akron

ANDREAFEHl

GAME WINNER: Nathan Pageau skates away after scoring the game-winning goal in Friday's win against Notre Dame.

BATTLE: Lauren Prochaska battles an Akron defender in the win

Four Falcons score in double-figures to pace win
By P

IUI

Li.ir nt,

Assistant Sports Editor

AKRON - By the looks of It,
you would have though) the
Mid-American Conference
Tournament had started already.

And let's face it. It was the
biggest game of the year thus
far for the BG women's baskethall team.
Entering Saturday's game at
Akron, the falcons were clinging
to a one game lead over I he Zips
in the MAC East race, and after
handing them a 60-56 defeat
at Rhodes Arena. BG gave itself
some insurance.
"It's a huge win for our program in a lot of ways," l!(i coach
Curt Miller said, "i thought the
game took on a lone like MAC
postseason basketball, where
ever) possession is a battle within Itself and the physicality of

the game and the tension in the
game on every single possession
is what it's going to be like in
postseason."
Both teams wasted no lime in
setting the lone, as the first half
consisted of four lead changes
and four ties.
BC jumped out lo an early 126 advantage before Akron tied il
II 11 with 12:02 to go.
After the falcons found themselves down 25-19 with 6:53
remaining in the first half. Miller
took a timeout: il couldn't have
come at a better lime.
BC ended the first half on a
12-2 run. holding the Zips without a field goal in the final 6:53
to lake a 31-27 lead Into the half,
a lead they would never relinquish despite the closeness of
See WOMEN | Page 5

Falcons stun Irish
By Ryan Satkowiak
Reporter

On Friday night, the BG hockey team did
something they had not done in five years.
They beat Notre Dame in regulation.
The Falcons rode a three-goal third period, two coming from iheir fourth line, to 4-3
come-from-behind win Friday at the BGSU
Ice Arena. They followed with an exciting
win In a shootout Saturday night.
"It feels good, especially being down two
goals; it's good for the seniors, having not
beat them in regulation yet," captain Kyle
Page said.
Unlike last weekend against Miami,
where t he Falcons got off to a slow start and
Miami came out swinging, the first half of

Jakubowski, Falcons cruise
to BracketBusters win

the first period was controlled by neither
team, as they seemed intent to play dumpand-chase hockey and wait for the other
team to make a mistake.
ND opened the scoring with over eight
minutes logo in thefirst when Kyle Palmieri
scored on the power play.
Mid-way through the second, things
were looking shaky for the Falcons when
ND forward Ryan Thang broke up a pass
and scored a short-handed goal on a breakaway, giving the Irish a 2-0 lead.
lust 26 seconds later, Kai Kantola scored
to cut the lead in half.
Then, 41 seconds after ND made it 3I, Wade Finegan tipped a centering pass
by Brennan Vargas past ND goalie Mike
lohnson.

"It's big, obviously they have momentum
at that point," said 1'ageof the quick answergoals they had. "It's preached on the bench
that the next shift after is huge, we wanted
to kill some of their momentum after they
got a big tally there."
Four minutes later, that line struck again
as Vargas put one past lohnson to tie the
game.
"They IVargas-Sinclair-Fineganl played
great tonight," interim head coach Dennis
Williams said. "Their goals were what we
talk about as a team, getting the puck deep,
cycle it, and drive the net.
"Those are tough goals, and they just
SeeHOCKEY|PageS

BG gymnasts win fifth straight
meet, improve to 4-0 in MAC
By Paul Barmy
Assistant Sports Editor

By Sean Shapiro

Sports Editor
Don't look now, but the BG
gymnastics team is on fire.
The Falcons added more heat
lo the fire yesterday by edging
out Fastern Michigan 193.175191.875 to win their fifth consecutive meet, as they improve
to 5-2 overall and 4-0 in the
Mid-American Conference.
"It's a huge confidence
builder for the team that they
know they can walk in against
any opponent and walk away
with the win," BG coach Kerrie
Beach said. "We haven't had
a perfect meet yet, but this
team is so strong, they fight

|i ie Jakuhow ski played what coach
Louis Orr called, "his best game
all year," as the Falcons ran by

Valparaiso 87-70.
A non-conference game, BG
improved to 14-12, while the
Crusaders dropped to 15-15.
lakubouski had a season high
19 points and helped run a BG
offense which started fast and diffused two Crusader runs.
"He led our leant, especially in
the second half." BG coach Lords
Orr said. "We had good possessions and he was behind that."
Part of FSPNs BracketBusters
series, the game featured a first
half where the falcons reversed
their recent trend of a poor first half,
jumping to a 49-24 hall time lead.
"It was a mindset, I kind of took
it upon myself as did Dee Brown
and Scon [Thomasl lo attack on
offense," laktihowski said. "And il
worked out pretty well."
BG jumped out to a 9-0 lead with
seven of those points coming in
ihe paint.
The trend of BG controlling the
paint continued throughout the
rest of night, as the senior front
line of Marc Larson, Olis Polk
and llrik Marschall dominated
a much smaller Valparaiso learn
helping their team score 52 points
in the paint compared to the

r-1

Breanne

Guy
Took top honors in
the all-around with
a 58.925

through every event, they don't
let anything la/e them and I
really think that's why we've
been successful week in and
week out."
The Falcons' bid for their
fifth consecutive win was not
going to come easy, however,
as they were clinging to just
a 144.725-144.175 advantage
through the first three rotations, which made the fourth

0

Danielle
Wishart
Placed first in the
vault with a score of
9.800

and final set, the floor routine,
that much more important for
BG.
"Coach came up to us and
said we really needed to be
focused and just go out there
and do what we do on floor."
senior Breanne Guy said. "We
had a little bit of a slipup on
See GYM | PageS

BG swept by Cardinals to open season
By J u'.tin Onslow

Reporter

Crusaders 38.
CHRISTINA MCGIrWIS

See BUSTED | Page 5

THE BG NEWS

DRIVE: Joe Jakubowski drives to the lane for two of his season-high 19 points on Saturday

'TTER

The Falcon baseball squad
came away from Louisville
empty-handed this weekend after losing its first three
games of the season to the
12th ranked Cardinals. It was a
tough weekend for the Falcons,
but it was also the first action
the team has seen outdoors
this season.
The three-game series was
scheduled to be played on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
but Sunday's game was rescheduled as part of a Saturday

double-header. Although the
Falcons did not come away
with a win. they managed to
play much better Saturday and
are taking steps toward another solid season.

Brennan

Smith
Started the season
opnet for the
Falcons

Game 1: Louisville 13, BG1

The Falcons took an early
lead, scoring their only run
in Ihe top of the third inning.
Louisville answered back with
three runs in the botlom half
of the inning and never looked
back. The Cardinals scored six
more runs in the fourth, one
in the fifth and three in the
seventh on their way to a sea-

son-opening 13-1 victory.
lunior Brennan Smith got the
start for the Falconsand allowed
five runs on seven hits in threeand-a-third innings of work.
Freshman Nick Bruns relieved
Smith and was credited with
See BASEBALL | Page 6

SOFTBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG New sports on Twitter

Falcons use timely hitting down south

UIC too much for Falcons

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a twitter, follow us

The women's Softball team mounted a comeback against

The women's tennis team suffered a 6-1 loss yesterday

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

Virginia Tech yesterday in Athens, Ga., scoring three tuns in

to the hands of UIC, dropping to 6-3 on the season as

yout account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sport.

the top of the seventh inning to salvage their record in the

BG lost their first-ever match at the Perrysbutg Tennis

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Red and Black Classic at 2-2. | Page 5

Center. | See Tuesday's paper
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VISIT WWW.BGNEWSSPORTS.COM: FOR. EXTENDED COVERAGE ON YOUR FAVORITE FALCON SPORTS

